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Abstract: This study investigated the role of working memory capacity (WMC) in metaphoric and
metonymic processing in Mandarin–English bilinguals’ minds. It also explored the neural correlations between metaphor and metonymy computations. We adopted event-related functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) design, which consisted of 21 English dialogic sets of stimuli and
created five conditions: systematic literal, circumstantial literal, metaphor, systematic metonymy,
and circumstantial metonymy, contextualizing in daily conversations. A similar fronto-temporal
network for the figurative language processing pattern was found: superior temporal gyrus (STG)
for metaphorical comprehension and inferior parietal junction (IPJ) for metonymic processing. Consistent brain regions were identified in previous studies, in the homologue Right Hemisphere, in
better WMC bilinguals. The degree to which bilateral strategies that bilinguals with better WMC or
larger vocabulary size resort to is differently modulated by subtypes of metonymies. In particular,
when processing circumstantial metonymy, cuneus (where putamen is contained) was activated as
higher span bilinguals filtered out irrelevant information, resorting to inhibitory control use. Cingulate gyrus activation was also revealed in better WMC bilinguals, reflecting their mental flexibility to adopt the subjective perspective of critical figurative items by self-control. It is hoped that this
research provides a better understanding of Mandarin–English bilinguals’ English metaphoric and
metonymic processing in Taiwan.
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1. Introduction

tral with regard to jurisdictional

1.1. Research Background

claims in published maps and institu-

1.1.1. Figurative Language

tional affiliations.

Figurative language, e.g., idioms (e.g., beat around the bush), metaphors (e.g.,
Knowledge is power.), and metonymies (e.g., The pen is mightier than the sword.) combines semantics and world knowledge with abstract reasoning and is used to convey
thoughts, feelings, and ideas that may be inexpressible or less effectively expressed with
literal language [1]. Therefore, figurative language competence indicates the ability of abstract thinking [2] and higher-level language processing. In particular, metaphor and metonymy are familiar forms of figurative language and crucial in our everyday language
[3–5]. Such nonliteral expressions are widely used to express symbolism in the arts [6,7].
The issue of hemispherical processing for figurative language comprehension is still
a debate. Research on the neural correlates of metaphor comprehension has historically
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focused on the role of right hemisphere (RH) contributions. Early neuropsychological research suggested that RH was necessary for understanding figurative speech [8,9] which
is supported by some previous neuroimaging research [10,11]. However, another set of
neuroimaging studies proposed the increasing importance of left hemisphere (LH) involvement in metaphor comprehension [12–15]). A meta-analysis of neuroimaging investigations of discourse even found no evidence of RH contributions to metaphor processing
that were unaccompanied by LH contributions [16]. On top of that, Benedek et al. was the
first to investigate the neural correlations of figurative language production, claiming that
the generation of novel metaphors particularly relies on the left angular gyrus (AG) and
the posterior cingulate cortex (PCC), and the left dorsomedial prefrontal (DMPFC) was
activated as both metaphor production and creation [17]. Lai and Desai further proposed
that there is no lateralization effect for metaphors; both hemispheres are statistically
equally activated with small numerical right lateralization [18]. In line with the “spill
over” effect in the RH, the LH is activated more for all types of difficult linguistic stimuli.
Lai and Desai suggested that the right inferior frontal gyrus (IFG), especially, was activated when the resources provided by the LH were not sufficient due to comprehending
difficulties [18].
On the other hand, the neural basis for metonymic processing seems to be a new
topic. Few previous attempts have discussed this issue. Recent behavioral research [19]
with self-paced reading (SPR), event-related potentials (ERP), and functional magnetic
resonance imaging (fMRI), has begun to shed light on the cognitive abilities underlying
metonymy, such as referential dependency. Piñango and colleagues proposed that two
types of metonymies (systematic and circumstantial) shared an underlying processing
mechanism with the overlapping activation in cortical regions, especially the ventrolateral
prefrontal cortex (vlPFC) and the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (dlPFC) [19]. This mechanism differed in the contextualization needed. More recently, in a study that looked at
German idioms, Michl [20] further pointed out that metonymies are perceived as less nonliteral metaphorical idioms and that metaphors are generally highly non-literal. Besides,
metonymy is based on more basic cognition and is suggested to be easier to acquire and
comprehend than metaphorical language [21,22] in both children [23] and seniors [24–26].
This idea is also supported linguistically. Metonymies function within one semantic concept or domain, as opposed to metaphors, which connect distinctive semantic concepts or
domains [27,28]. Namely, “what is said is likely cognitively or semantically closer to what
is meant in a metonymy than in a metaphor (Michl, 2019, p. 100 [20])”, which seems to
suggest a systematic difference between metonymies and metaphors.
The overlapping process has been demonstrated between WM and figurative language competence [29,30], mainly in adults [31]. More specifically, WM mediates the ability to integrate and infer meaning in understanding figurative language since non-literal
processing is supposed to utilize contextual information to construct meaning [2,32] as
well as to defer a literal interpretation [2]. In the study of WM involvement with ambiguity
resolution [33,34], a three-stage model of metaphor comprehension of determination,
checking, and reinterpretation of the literal meaning to derive a conveyed meaning is posited to allow for nonliteral comprehension [35]. Qualls and Harris [30] showed that adults’
WM and reading comprehension skills should be considered in metaphor comprehension,
while coherent interpretation is more likely to appear when metaphors are contextualized
and presented within contexts [36]. Similar to metaphor processing, metonymical comprehension is also context-bound [30], and it requires an increased memory load, inferential ability, and contextual cues to relevant information through determining the similarities between the metonymical targets [37]. Compared to the robust relationship between
WM and metaphors, the study on the association between WM and metonymy is scarce.
Two more novel studies explained how metaphor and metonymy are different cognitively and semantically. Fregni et al. [38] compared the neural mechanisms of metaphor
and metonymy processing, albeit with the hearers’ understanding, demonstrating leftlateralized frontotemporal activation related to the Theory-of-Mind regions [39], such as
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the superior temporal gyrus (STS), the temporoparietal junction (TPJ), the medial prefrontal cortex (mPFC), and the precuneus, in both types of non-linear language. The study
highlighted the possibility of greater extent of the engagement of cognitive control and
conflict resolution in both metaphor and metonymy comprehension. Nonetheless, metaphor resolution seems to have more flexibility for greater distance between the semantic
source and the target domain. In metonymy processing, the right inferior frontal was
found, due to extra cognitive effort, to integrate nonliteral reference into major meaning
of the metaphorical sentence, which was consistent with Rapp et al.’s study [40]. However,
these two rigorous research studies are still far from fully addressing a bigger body of
literature that is pertinent to metonymies as well as the relations between metaphorical
and metonymic processing. There is a critical need to study the neutral correlation between metaphor and metonymy in further detail.
Given that both metaphoric and metonymic comprehension require inferential processing [37,41,42], it is reasonable to assume that cognitive processing resource (i.e., working memory) demands will vary, depending on the types of figurative language. In addition, researchers argued that WM is central to language comprehension since it is necessary for the integration of information and the resolution of ambiguity [33,34]. Although
some progress has been made in understanding how metaphors are comprehended [43–
45], the study of how metaphor is neuronally related to metonymy, working memory, an
especially significant memory area for learning [46,47], and vocabulary size, particularly,
in Chinese–English bilinguals remains generally outside the mainstream of neurolinguistic investigation.
1.1.2. Working Memory (WM)
Briefly, working memory (WM) is defined as the aspect of memory that involves the
simultaneous storage and processing of information. Theoretically, WM is composed of
three subcomponents: an executive attentional controller, a memory buffer for processing
phonological information, and a memory buffer for processing visuospatial information
[48,49]. The resource hypothesis proposes that WM comprises a limited number of general-purpose resources that can enable or enhance a range of cognitive functions [34], including reasoning, learning, mental calculation, and language comprehension [46,50].
Furthermore, WM is a significant component of the cognitive processes underlying bilingual language processing and performance on measures of second language proficiency
[51]. Based on the Bilingual Anterior to Posterior and Subcortical Shift (BAPSS) model
[52], due to augmented demands on working memory and several language/executive
control processes, more frontal network would be established when an additional (L2)
language incurs. Shifts to subcortical and posterior regions begin as more continuous and
sustained exposure to an L2 in a bilingual immersion environment [53]. In other words,
WM is critical to bilingualism.
Neuroimaging research has demonstrated that the neurobiological basis of the WM
procedure is known to involve the prefrontal cortex (PFC) [54–56]. For both verbal and
visual working memory tasks, the prefrontal cortex and secondary visual cortex were activated bilaterally. The inferior frontal cortex, inferior parietal cortex, and temporal gyrus
were principally activated in the left hemisphere [57], whereas predominantly right activation occurred in the inferior parietal region. The importance of the superior occipital
gyrus in the visual short-term memory, during the verbal memory updating task, was also
found out [56]. In a functional MRI study [55], a bilateral activation in the dorsolateral
prefrontal cortex (BA 46 and BA 9), as well as in the anterior cingulate during the concurrent performance of the span tasks, which is expected to engage the central executive, was
observed. In addition, Lewis et al. [58], and Monetta et al. [59] even suggested that Parkinson disease participants with impaired WM were simultaneously impaired in the processing of metaphorical language depending on fronto-striatal systems for working
memory.
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1.1.3. WM, Vocabulary, and Bilingualism
Notably, WM is also reflected in the inhibitory control areas associated with bilingualism and is studied in relation to vocabulary size [60–62]. In a Chinese–English bilingual fMRI study, Guo, Liu, Misra, and Kroll [63] concluded the recruitment of different
systems for each local inhibition, the dorsal anterior cingulate cortex (ACC), and the supplementary motor area (SMA). They demonstrated that the dorsal left frontal gyrus and
parietal cortex play a role for global inhibition. Since bilinguals must constantly regulate
attention [64] between two simultaneously active language systems [65–67], the attentional control and executive functioning related to WMC is more developed in bilingual
children than in their monolingual counterparts in terms of selective focus on target hints
in conflicting situations [64]. Intriguingly, according to Bialystok et al. [60]; Bialystok and
Luk [61], the effects of bilingualism on vocabulary size show consistency in age, yet this
claim was only based on their recruitment of native English speakers for the study. In the
same investigation of vocabulary size and bilingual children [60] and adults [61], Bialystok
and colleagues [60] reported that bilingual children possess a smaller lexicon compared
to monolingual speakers. In a similar vein, using the Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test
[68], adults control a smaller vocabulary community than their monolingual equivalents
[61,69]. Prat et al. [70] stressed that individuals with a smaller lexicon and lower WMC
resorted to “neural efficiency” strategy to draw more RH neural resources for metaphor
comprehension, which indicates that more attentional demands or conflict monitoring
processing would be needed in the increased anterior cingulate activation. This research
corroborates that vocabulary size is more strongly related to neural efficiency than individual differences in WMC to neural efficiency [70,71].
The above arguments, thus, increased our curiosity about the potential effects of individual differences in vocabulary size, as bilinguals process metaphor and metonymy.
Another motive we have is that vocabulary knowledge and comprehension skills are correlated with verbal working memory and could be quality predictors for metaphor interpretations [72]. Receptive vocabulary ability was proved to be highly reliable predictors
of metaphor and metonymy performance in children and adults [73]. Additionally,
strengthening language learners’ metaphor awareness facilitates their vocabulary acquisition and retention [74]. Reading and vocabulary build the mechanism that constructs
rich and complex semantic networks [75,76]). The richer our semantic networks are, the
higher quality metaphors we produce. Furthermore, the higher scores in working
memory measures also link to better inhibitory control and well-built metaphors [77]. On
top of that, in this multilingual world, bilingualism and multilingualism is the global
trend [78] and have caught abundant attention in language acquisition discipline [79–81].
However, in the novel and regular metonymy tests [82], as expected, speakers of English,
Korean, and Spanish treated the tasks differently, and the most proficient learners of English demonstrated the closest performance to native speakers. The result is explained by
the generative lexicon approach to metonymy and calls for more attention on speakers of
non-English natives. The inquiry of whether bilingualism on other languages, such as
Mandarin Chinese, sheds lights on WMC and lexicon in understanding figurative language is underexplored.
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1.1.4. Types of Metonymies
Our interests in different types of metonymies was inspired by, to our best
knowledge, the only neuro-cognitive study in systematic and circumstantial metonymy
[19] so far. Pinango et al. [19] illustrated the differences between the two labels of metonymies, based on different terminologies that are used to describe these labels: “whereas
systematic metonymy (e.g., producer-or-product, place-for-event, place-for-inhabitant)
has been given labels like regular polysemy or lexical metonymy [83,84], circumstantial
metonymy has been given labels such as reference or meaning transfer [85,86])” (p. 352).
In this study, an example to unveil the differences between the two types of metonymies
is provided: (a) highly conventionalized systematic metonymy (producer-for-product:
“We all read Shakespeare”.); (b) less conventionalized circumstantial metonymy (“[an old
bartender says to the new hire:] ‘The martini at Table 10 is a regular customer.’”). Systematic metonymy requires more contextual demands, whereas circumstantial metonymy is
more contextualized [19]. Both types capture a similar dependency between the named
and intended conceptual aspects [19,85–87].
1.2. Research Purpose
As previously described, substantial psycholinguistic [75,88,89] and neuroscientific
[10.13] research has thoroughly investigated the cognitive processes in metaphor comprehension. Nonetheless, little is known about how metaphor is related to metonymy, a conceptual projection whereby one domain is partially understood in terms of another domain included in the same experiential area [90]. As a result, the present study aims to
identify the plausible relationship between metaphorical and metonymic sentence processing on a neural basis.
Additionally, individual differences in cognitive capacities are associated with differences in recruitment and modulation of working memory and executive function regions [33,75], indicating the “overlapping computations in metaphor comprehension and
general thinking and reasoning (p. 282 [70])”. Since metonymic comprehension also requires abstract thinking [2] and reasoning, the second purpose of this study is to investigate the relationship between individual differences in working memory capacity and
metaphor and metonymy processing.
Alternatively, we could expect a common neural signature for all types of figurative
language processing because they all require a certain amount of non-literal understanding that goes beyond literal expression. As predicted by the standard pragmatic model, it
states that all types of figurative language violate the maxim of truthfulness [91,92]. Potential regions for brain areas shared by all types of figurative language would, consequently, include regions that are associated with theory of mind processing [93]. However, studies that showed comparison differences in different types of metaphors [94],
between metaphor and irony [95]; Eviatar and Just, [96]) or between metaphor and sarcasm [97], are found predominantly in English as the first language (L1) speakers’ minds.
Accordingly, this study fulfils this gap and aims to further investigate whether the importance of working memory capacity [77] and vocabulary size [70] have an impact on
both metonymy (systematic metonymy and circumstantial metonymy) [19] and metaphor
computation, which, to our belief, has not been thoroughly investigated in Mandarin–
English bilinguals. We therefore hypothesize that:
1.
2.
3.

Metaphorical processing engages some crucial brain areas with metonymic processing.
There are individual differences in WMC for bilinguals when comprehending metaphor and systematic and circumstantial metonymy.
There are individual differences in vocabulary size for bilinguals when comprehending metaphor and systematic and circumstantial metonymy.
As such, we propose three research questions to guide the study:

1.

What are the neural correlates between metaphor and metonymy processing in
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2.
3.

Mandarin–English bilinguals’ minds?
What is the role of working memory capacity in metaphor and metonymy in Mandarin–English bilinguals’ minds?
What is the role of vocabulary size in metaphor and metonymy comprehension in
Mandarin–English bilinguals’ minds?

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Participants
Data were initially collected from twenty-one Mandarin–English bilinguals (six
males, fifteen females; mean age = 27.19; SD = 4.23) recruited through various universities
in northern Taiwan. Four participants were excluded because of excessive head motion
(greater than 2 mm) from fMRI data analysis (The remaining 17 participants, 5 males and
12 females (mean age = 27.11; SD = 4.56) were included for the whole-brain imaging analysis.). All participants were right-handed and self-reported to have no history of neurological illness, brain injury, or psychiatric disease. They had normal or corrected-to-normal vision. Written informed consent, in accordance with the guidelines set by the National Tsing Hua University Research Ethics Committee and Imaging Center for Integrated Body, Mind, and Culture Research, National Taiwan University and compensation
fees, was given to all participants.
2.2. Experiment Tasks
Outside the scanner, the Language Background Questionnaire, selected parts from
the Language Experience and Proficiency Questionnaire, the LEAP-Q, [98], reading span
task in Mandarin, reading span task in English [99], and the Nelson Denny Reading Test
[100] were taken by the subjects.
Inside the scanner, the subjects took a valence judgement task under three intermixed
conditions (literal, metaphor, and metonymy) of five language subtypes: systematic literal, circumstantial literal, systematic metonymy, circumstantial metonymy, and metaphor.
2.2.1. The Language Background Questionnaire and The Language Experience and Proficiency Questionnaire (LEAP-Q)
The Language Background Questionnaire was designed anew; the LEAP-Q was
adapted and utilized in this study in order to scrutinize subjects’ English language learning experience, background, and proficiency. The LEAP-Q was constructed to assess foreign language learning experience and proficiency profiles in second and other foreign
languages, irrespective of the specific languages involved. The internal validity of the
LEAP-Q, criterion-based validity of the LEAP-Q, and predictive relationships between
self-reported measures and performance on standardized language tests, as well as predictive relationships between language history and self-reported proficiency levels, have
been recognized [98]. However, in terms of English proficiency level, given that Taiwan
is an English as foreign language (EFL) context, which differs from an English as a second
language (ESL) environment described in the LEAP-Q, we created the Language Background Questionnaire. Participants who self-reported reaching the CEFR, The Common
European Framework of Reference for Languages: Learning, Teaching, Assessment, B2,
or its equivalent, were generally considered to be an English bilingual. Therefore, we applied the adapted the Language Experience and Proficiency Questionnaire (LEAP-Q) to
fully describe participants’ bilingual learning experience as contextualizing their valid
Mandarin–English bilingual status with the Language Background Questionnaire. All of
the twenty-one subjects were qualified to be a Mandarin–English bilingual person.
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2.2.2. Working Memory Measurement (Reading Span Task)
Reading span tasks in both Mandarin and English were taken by 21 participants after
the fMRI scan. According to Daneman and Carpenter’s [33] classic reading span task (RST)
and listening span task (LST) finding, RST was significantly correlated with LST, and span
tasks would be a powerful predictor of the neural bases in individual differences in verbal
working memory capacity. In the current study, the reason that RST was selected for the
experiment, rather than LST, was due to the fact that sentence comprehension demands
extensive storage of partial and final products in the service of complex information processing, as well as requiring maximum attentional control [101]. Another reason is that
RST is excellent for testing parallel control functions in executive systems of working
memory. In addition, the way RST administered was much more cognitively and neurally
correlated with the fMRI context when participants reading sentences for judgement than
LST. In this study, RST was performed in two different versions in Mandarin and English,
respectively, and was measured online as adapting Conway et al. ’s design [99]
(http://www.pitt.edu/~tol7/res/research/psych-tests/rspan/, accessed on 7 May 2016), indicating significant reliability of working memory tests.
During the RST procedure, subjects were required to remember two, three, four, five,
or six alphabets while doing sentence semantic judgement tasks. That is, for each trial,
two, three, four, five, or six alphabets would present, equally, for three times in five blocks.
There were, thus, 66 sentences. Another set of three two-alphabet trials in one block were
used as practice trials.
2.2.3. Nelson-Denny Reading Test
The Nelson–Denny Reading Test [100] provides measures of comprehension, reading rate, and vocabulary. It is widely used in research studies with undergraduate students and for assessment purposes in the USA. Two parts of the test were conducted in
the current study: the reading comprehension test (7 passages with 38 questions) and the
vocabulary test (80 questions mainly on vocabulary semantic meaning and pragmatic use)
were performed by the participants.
2.3. Experimental Stimuli
The stimuli for the fMRI valence task were 63 English dialogic sentence sets with
equal amount of 21 literal, metaphorical, and metonymic dialogic sentence sets in English.
Literal, metaphorical, and metonymic stimuli were all controlled in each task. Circumstantial metonymy is less contextualized than systematic metonymy. Hence, we assume
that participants process circumstantial metonymy longer than systematic metonymy because of the familiarity shown in metaphorical comprehension [102–109].
Valence task was selected for several justifications. As Rapp et al. [13] proposed, the
valence task may require “deep semantic processing and an assessment of the ‘ground’ of
the metaphor”. It should be noted that semantic relations among words are important for
valence decisions because figurative meaning has to be integrated based on the analysis
of the semantic relations of words. Besides, research [107,108]) has demonstrated that valence judgment and semantic relatedness judgment in metaphor processing require the
processing of figurative meaning and semantic relations. In the valence judgment task,
participants decide whether sentences have a positive, neutral, or negative connotation as
comprehending the sentences in each trial. The valence judgement was normalized and
balanced in the stimuli (half positive, half negative) in each condition.
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2.4. General Experimental Procedure
Subjects were given instructions and practice trials prior to performing the eventrelated design. There were two types of sentences in each trial: context sentence and target
sentence. They were sectioned from a string of relevant pragmatic, daily, colloquial dialogue by different interlocutors or two logical narrative sentences. Target sentence was
followed by context sentence. During the valence task, from which subjects reading and
making valence judgement within six seconds, they were asked to read each presented
target sentence in the mind and decide, as fast and as accurately as possible, whether this
condition (context plus target sentences) had a positive, negative, or neutral meaning, indicating their decision by pressing one of three buttons after reading the context sentence.
Left index finger responded to negative meaning, right index finger responded to positive
meaning, and right middle finger responded to neutral connotation. Complete sentences
were visually presented via a mirror mounted above the head coil within the scanner.
Each sentence was shown on one line in silver-white letters against a black background.
The task was implemented in 3 runs, with each run containing 21 stimuli of three intermixed conditions (LIT, META, METO). For instance, in literal condition, context sentence:
“One Emergency Room nurse says to another:” and the target sentence was followed for
another 6 s during which the participants made valence judgement: “The patient in room
17B says she needs another pain pill.” In metaphor condition, the context could be “At a
restaurant, a server says to a cook:” and the target sentence was “The fat pig on Table 7
says he doesn’t have enough eggs.” In metonymy condition, the context was provided as:
“In a bar, an old bartender says to the new hire:”, and then, the target sentence followed:
“The martini at Table 10 is a regular customer.” During the inter-stimulus intervals, a fixation cross was displayed on the screen for 6 s.
The number of positive-valenced and negative-valenced sentences was balanced in
all conditions. Each condition had an equal number of high- and low-concreteness, familiarity, and imageability sentences. Each inter-stimulus interval was 6 s. During the interstimulus intervals, a fixation cross was shown on the screen. Subjects’ responses and reaction times (RTs) were recorded with E-Prime 2.0 software (www.pstnet.com/e-prime/,
accessed on 4 July 2016).
After taking valence-judgement tasks [10,13] inside the scanner, participants completed The Language Experience and Proficiency Questionnaire (LEAP-Q) and Nelson–
Denny Reading Test [100] outside the scanner. Afterwards, participants were asked to
finish the reading span task (RST) in both Mandarin [109] and in English [33,99] online
within one week (Figure 1).
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Figure 1. Experimental Procedure of the fMRI Valence task.
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3. Results
3.1. Data Acquisition
3.1.1. Behavioral Data Acquisition
Subjects’ responses and RTs were recorded with E-Prime 2.0 software
(www.pstnet.com/e-prime/, accessed on 4 July 2016).
3.1.2. Imaging Data Acquisition
Brain imaging data were acquired using a 3T Siemens Magnetom Trio, A Tim System
scanner (Siemens Healthcare, Erlangen, Germany) equipped with a 12-channel standard
head coil. Functional images were acquired with an echo-planar image sequence sensitive
to BOLD-contrast (TE 30MS, TR 2.5 s, αflip angle 70°). The volume covered the whole
brain with a 64 × 64 matrix and 46 transverse slices (4 mm thickness with a 0 mm interslice gap); (voxel size 3.00 × 3.00 × 3.00 mm). High-resolution MPRAGE 3D T1-weighted
scans were also acquired for anatomical localization. Participants lay supine in the scanner
where they could directly hear and respond verbally with the vocal transceiver in the
scanning room, from where instructions and auditory cues were delivered. Behavioral
responses (left index finger for responding negative meaning right index finger) were
given via an MRI-compatible response (Luminex platform, Luminex Corp, Austin, TX)
pad connected to a computer that logged reaction times. The same computer ran with EPrime 2.0 software (www.pstnet.com/e-prime/, accessed on 4 July 2016). Head motion was
minimized using foam padding on the sides of the head. Right before the start of the experimental sessions, T2-weighted anatomical images were acquired in the same plane as
the functional images using a turbo spin echo sequence (TR = 2500 ms, TE = 30 ms, FA =
90 u, FOV = 1,926,192 mm, matrix size = 2,566,256, in-plane resolution 0.7560.75 mm). In
each experimental session, 152 whole-brain echo-planar functional images were acquired
in 33 contiguous 4 mm axial slices parallel to the AC-PC line (TR = 2500 ms, TE = 30 ms,
FA = 80 u, FOV = 1,926,192 mm, matrix size = 64,664, in-plane resolution 363 mm). Before
analyses, the first 3 scans of each session were discarded to account for magnetic saturation effects. Whole-brain T1-weighted anatomical images (1 mm3) were also acquired
prior to the experiments.
3.1.3. Imaging Data Preprocessing
The resulting functional scans were preprocessed using Matlab (version R2016a,
Mathworks, Inc., Natick, MA, USA) and SPM 8 (Wellcome Trust Centre for Neuroimaging, UK, http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm/software/spm8, accessed on 8 February 2017):
slice timing correction was performed, using the first slice as a reference, followed by realignment and adjustment of head motion using the first image of each session as a reference, after realigning the first image of each session to the first image of the first session
(no subjects moved more than the length of a voxel in any one direction, thus none were
excluded from the analysis); functional and anatomical images were co-registered using
a two-step procedure involving the participant’s T2- and T1-weighted anatomical images.
Functional images were spatially normalized to the standard stereotaxic Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI) space by applying the transformation matrix, derived by normalizing the T1-weighted anatomical image, to the SPM 8 templates/T1.nii image.
3.2. Data Analysis
3.2.1. Behavioral Data Analysis
Behavioral data collected during scans were averaged across each condition following logarithmic transformation to account for reaction time (RT) outliers (Ratcliff,
1993[110]). Results across the three conditions (LIT, METO, META) were compared using
one-way analyses of variance (ANOVAs).
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3.2.2. Behavioral Data Results
Mean score of the reading comprehension was 21.62 (total score: 38.00; SD = 6.80),
and the mean score of vocabulary was 35.50 (total score: 80.00; SD = 12.09) from The Nelson–Denny Reading Test [100]. English working memory measurement mean score was
0.7608 (total score: 1.0000; SD = 0.1161) and Mandarin working memory measurement
mean score was 0.7675 (total score: 1.000; SD = 0.1430). Pearson correlation between English WM and Mandarin WM score was 0.870 (R2 = 0.757). This illustrated that, in Mandarin–English bilingual minds, English WMC is strongly correlated with Mandarin Chinese
WMC, which validates our research in studying the role of bilingualism of English and
Mandarin speakers.
For the behavioral data, we constructed linear mixed models, using the lme4 package
[111] in R version 3.3 (R Core Team, 2016). Language type (literal, metonymy, and metaphor) was included as a fixed effect, and random factors included intercepts for participants and items. Table 1 reported the mean reaction time (RT) of each language type and
its standard error. The reaction time (RT) among literal, metaphor, and metonymy comprehension slightly varied. Individuals spent the most time processing metonymy and the
least on literal sentences; however, to our surprise, Type II Wald F test with Kenward–
Roger df showed no significant effect of language types (F < 1, p = 0.59) (Table 1). In consequence, we assume that the level of familiarity or difficulty for these three types of language will differ as fMRI evidence has revealed.
Table 1. Behavioral data of fMRI scanning for three language types.

Type
Literal
Metaphor
Metonymy

Mean RT (ms)
3830.27
3843.44
3996.08

Standard Error
141.36
140.67
143.35

p (F-test)
0.59

To explore our speculation that items in the systematic literal and metonymies were
unfamiliar (more difficult) to our subjects, we constructed another mixed effect model,
with language type (literal and metonymy) and subtype (circumstantial and systematic)
as fixed effects, as well as random participants and items intercepts. Type II Wald F test
with Kenward–Roger df showed a near significant effect of subtype (F (1, 36.94) = 3.03, p
= 0.08), with mean reaction time in the systematic subtypes (M = 3978.72; SE = 151.78)
longer than that in the circumstantial subtypes (M = 3734.06; SE = 146.82), p = 0.08. Neither
main effect of language type, nor interaction between the two, was discovered (both Fs <
1). This confirmed our speculation to such a degree that we further conducted a re-analysis of the fMRI data, focusing on systematic and circumstantial view analyses of the trials.
3.2.3. Imaging Data Analysis
All image processing operations and analyses were performed with Matlab (version
R2016a, Mathworks, Inc., Natick, MA, USA), and d SPM 8 (Wellcome Trust Centre for
Neuroimaging, UK, http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm/software/spm8, accessed on 8 February 2017). The functional images of each participant were corrected for motion and realigned in the first stage of data analysis. T1 anatomical images were co-registered to the
mean of the functional data and normalized with MNI (Montreal Neurosciences Institute)
152 template. Finally, the functional images were smoothed. Model time courses were calculated by defining stimulus onset asynchrony from the protocol using a convolved with
the canonical SPM hemodynamic response function (HRF) to specify the design matrix.
Condition and participant effects were estimated according to the general linear model
(GLM) in each voxel.
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3.2.4. General Linear Model Analysis
At the individual level, brain activity during the execution of the valence task was
estimated on a voxel-by-voxel basis using the GLM implemented in SPM 8. The GLM had
two regressors of interest in this study: vocabulary scores and working memory capacity
scores. In the first level processing analysis, regressors of no interest were the six parameters describing head motion plus the constant regressors accounting for the mean session
effect. Linear contrast images were generated for each participant using pairwise comparisons between tasks or between the task and the implicit baseline. The participant-specific
contrast images of parameter estimates were used as inputs to a random effects model to
permit group-level inferences. The resulting statistical maps were submitted to a voxellevel threshold of p-value < 0.001, uncorrected, and a cluster extent threshold of p-value <
0.05, corrected, for the whole brain. The cluster extent thresholds were determined for
each group-level analysis using the function CorrClusTh.m (v. 1.12), written in Matlab by
Thomas Nichols (“CorrClusTh.m” could be found on http://www2.warwick.ac.uk/fac/sci/statistics/staff/academic-research/nichols/scripts/spm, accessed on 8
February 2017.), and were in the range of 196 to 270 voxels.
For the two variables of interest in second level analysis, we constructed two regression models respectively: one with vocabulary size as a regressor of interest and working
memory as a controlled covariate; the other model with working memory capacity as a
regressor of interest and vocabulary size as a controlled covariate [70].
3.3. Metaphor and Metonymy in General Processing
3.3.1. META > METO
In the contrast of META > METO, surprisingly, we did not find significant difference
based on voxel analysis in our Mandarin–English bilinguals. However, understanding
that how figurative expressions pose a challenge for the overall language processing
mechanism is vital. Previous research presented that metaphorical conceptualizations
might be stored as fixed neural circuits in the brain that get automatically activated when
processing metaphors [112]. In an fMRI study, Gallagher and colleagues [113] found support for a connection between metaphor comprehension and ToM (Theory of Mind) since
both tasks activate the medial prefrontal cortex. Conversely, others have found evidence
implying that the development of language skills precedes the development of ToM, thus
reversing the link [114].
To process an unfamiliar figurative expression, increasing engagement of the RH in
order to compute more complex semantic information was reported in Giora, Zaidel, Soroker, Batori, and Kasher’s research [106]. They found differential effects of right and left
brain lesions on understanding salient metaphors. Few bilingual studies have addressed
the RH neural efficiency in different non-native languages, and it seems that cerebral
asymmetries are disclosed in bilingual figurative processing despite that they are not entirely consistent with the native speaker processing patterns [115].
3.3.2. METO > META
This contrast, METO > META, which has not yet been compared in other studies, in
our finding, suggested that SupraMarginal, cerebellum, and precentral gyrus regions
were primarily involved, as displayed in Table 2 and Figure 2. We previously defined
metonymy as the notion of referential dependency and functional correspondence. Distinct from metaphor, metonymy not only requires individuals’ pragmatic adjustment processes, looking for the source of the target concept for functional correspondence, but also
perceptual integration of the reference transfer (e.g., in the form of producer-for-product).
Individuals need to be more sensitive to the semantic and imagery clues beyond the metonymy structure than processing metaphor. It is reflected in the role of right SupraMarginal for making phonological word choices, as well as inhibiting and projecting
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emotions, rather than being egocentric [116]. Here, we speculate that metonymy comprehension may appear to be associated with an individual’s social perspective-taking.
This speculation is supported by our cerebellum evidence. As formerly mentioned,
we pinpointed cerebellum activation in attention, phonological, and semantic activity. Essentially, the role of the cerebellum was empirically acknowledged by its role in linguistic
[117], as well as related cognitive and behavioral–affective [118], and contributed as “cognitive cerebellum” [119,120]. Higher-level language and metalinguistic abilities in figurative tasks have also been investigated with cerebellar lesions [121,122]. For example, Murdoch and Whelan [123] described 10 patients with primary left cerebellar strokes who had
difficulties in producing multiple definitions (provision of two distinct meanings of spoken homophonic words), recreating sentences tasks, in figurative and ambiguous language tests, in word association tasks, in antonym/synonym generation, and in interpreting semantic absurdities.
Table 2. Whole Brain Analysis of Metonymy minus Metaphor Contrast (Differential Contrast for
Metonymy > Metaphor sentences. Random effects model, p < 0.001 uncorrected, p < 0.05 FDR-corrected. Coordinates are reported in MNI space.).

Region
SupraMarginal gyrus
Cerebelum 4_5
Precentral gyrus

BA
40
4

Hemisphere
R
R
L

Voxels
733
312
238

X
60
20
−30

Y
−36
−42
−18

Z
34
−24
58

Max t-Value
5.40
5.28
5.19

Figure 2. Differential Contrast for Metonymy > Metaphor Contrast.

While more lesion research of these regions was identified for cerebellum’s linguistic
role, our finding may provide new insights into the neural connection between cerebellum
and different figurative language types. Therefore, in line with the recent studies in cerebellar theory related to reading, our finding further strengthens the link between cerebellums in accordance with figurative language processing. In addition, the precentral gyrus
has been implicated in mental imagery strategies and episodic memory retrieval [124],
which are relevant to metonymy.
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3.3.3. Metaphor and Circumstantial Metonymy and Systematic Metonymy Processing
In order to fulfill our research questions further, we conducted another whole-brain
correlation analysis. We distinguished our stimuli of three conditions (literal, metaphor,
and metonymy) from “systematic” and “circumstantial” view and, thus, into five subtypes: systematic literal, circumstantial literal, systematic metonymy, circumstantial metonymy, and metaphor contrasts.
3.3.4. Vocabulary Effects
META > C LIT
In Table 3 and Figure 3, the vocabulary effect of metaphor relative to circumstantial
literal contrast was, not surprisingly, found in IFG, but interestingly, it was found in the
right hemisphere rather than in the typical left hemisphere. Distinct from the RH spillover
hypothesis that increased RH activation is due to a higher ratio of processing demands in
lower capacity individuals, our study found that individuals with a higher vocabulary
size, in fact, depend more on their RH. In other words, when comprehending metaphor,
in contrast to literal reading, our subjects with lower vocabulary sizes were dominantly
LH reliable without resorting to RH neural resources. However, for subjects with higher
vocabulary sizes, they apparently recruited much greater neural reserves from RH. Although no general advantages for figurative langue processing in the RH were claimed,
Bohrn et al. [125] proposed that RH involvement was found for novel metaphors and for
semantic processes. Hence, it may be explainable that, in metaphor processing, individuals with higher vocabulary sizes recruit their RH for conceptualization strategy through
visual imagery [126] and “imagery thinking” [127] in a flexible way.
Table 3. Vocabulary Effect of Metaphor minus Circumstantial Literal Contrast. Note. Inferior
Frontal Gyrus (IFG) (Random effects model, p < 0.001 uncorrected, p < 0.05 FDR-corrected. Coordinates are reported in MNI space.).

Region
Sub-gyral
IFG

BA
6/44/45

Hemisphere
R
R

Voxels
225
312

X
40
52

Y
4
0

Z
22
26

Figure 3. Vocabulary Effect of Metaphor > Circumstantial Literal.

Max t-Value
6.34
4.56
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META > C METO
This contrast presented in Table 4 and Figure 4 may not have been investigated previously in the research. In parallel, results were found in the same regions but different
hemispheres. Compared with the current study, in accordance to our META > C LIT contrast, in this META > C METO analysis, right IFG was revealed for robust activation in
individuals with higher vocabulary sizes during the processing of metaphors. This is consistent with prior research in Rapp et al.’s meta-analysis [128], suggesting that the overall
metaphor contrast shown activated, mostly, in IFG in the LH, while our contrast was in
the RH.
Table 4. Vocabulary Effect of Metaphor minus Circumstantial Metonymy Contrast. Note. Ventral
Anterior Nucleus (VAN), Inferior Frontal Gyrus (IFG), Middle Temporal Frontal (MTG). (Random
effects model, p < 0.001 uncorrected, and p < 0.05 FDR-corrected. Coordinates are reported in MNI
space.).

Region
VAN
IFG
MTG

BA
6/44/45
38

Hemisphere
R/L
R
L

Voxels
781
1031
181

X
10
22
−40

Y
−6
−22
−6

Z
6
44
−24

Max t-Value
8.77
8.16
6.45

Figure 4. Vocabulary Effect of Metaphor > Circumstantial Metonymy.

C METO
Our results of large right activated regions in the superior temporal gyrus, STG, and
posterior cingulate cortex are in line with RH involvement with increased demands
[107,129] and with deceased individual reading skills [18,71,130,131]. Prat et al. proposed
“neural efficiency” that, when comprehending metaphor, individuals with a lower vocabulary size involved more RH assistance, whereas individuals with higher vocabulary size
did not [71,131]. Another study posited the LH efficiency is pertinent to English–Spanish
bilingual metaphor understanding [132], illustrating that the LH was more sensitive than
the RH to metaphor familiarity. Particularly, we found that, when comprehending metonymy, individuals with a lower vocabulary size also recruit more RH neural resources.
The possible account for the increased RH involvement with increased processing demands is that it implies a greater need for more general cognitive processes, such as response selection and/or inhibition [133]. The phenomena which the RH inferior frontal
area activated was also the phenomena that the dominant interpretation needed to be
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suppressed to accurately comprehend the critical utterance as a metonymy item. Additionally, bilateral activations of hippocampus and cingulate gyrus reflected that individuals with lower vocabulary sizes may resort to more episodic memory in order to perceive
metonymic sentential context from their vocabulary relevance. There are individual differences in retrieving the extra RH employment for neural resources and demonstrating
bilateral engagement for relevant cognitive representations between people with larger
and smaller lexicons.
3.3.5. Working Memory Capacity Effects
The role of working memory capacity was primarily significant in metonymic processing and was highlighted under both circumstantial metonymy and circumstantial literal comprehension.
C METO > C LIT
Remarkably, cuneus was found to be mainly evoked in the RH. In addition to the
traditional role as a site for fundamental visual processing, gray matter volume in the
cuneus is associated with better inhibitory control [134]. Bilateral activation was indicated
in the cuneus during WM tasks in fMRI studies [135,136], revealing that stronger cuneus
activation was reported for high-workload conditions [135]. In a recent Electroencephalography (EEG) study, Haldane et al. [134] proposed that cuneus increased its activation
with increased alpha activity, reflecting active functional task-irrelevant inhibition. This
is in tandem with the Resource Sharing theory [33,47,137] entailed for the working
memory model. Based on the theory, there is a trade-off between information manipulation and storage. The more efficiently the individuals store their critical information, the
more available resources they can infer from. Besides, individuals with higher span scores
were likely to possess more robust knowledge about the distribution of syntactic constructions [138,139]. Accordingly, we can infer that individuals with higher working memory
capacity scores are not only better at storing the critical item in metonymic sentential context but also at manipulating the critical resource for the target sentence in the experiment
by diminishing redundant information. Thus, we strengthen the proof that cuneus, as an
inhibitory control, tends to contribute to irrelevant information inhibition for metonymy
processing (Table 5 and Figure 5).
Table 5. WM Effect of Circumstantial Metonymy minus Circumstantial Literal Contrast. (Random
effects model, p < 0.001 uncorrected, and p < 0.05 FDR-corrected. Coordinates are reported in MNI
space.).

Region
Cuneus

BA
18/19

Left/Right
R

Voxels
195

X
20

Y
−100

Z
8

Figure 5. WM Effect of Circumstantial Metonymy > Circumstantial Literal.

Max t-Value
7.01
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C METO
Evidently, cerebellum was prominent in the correlation between working memory
capacity and circumstantial metonymy condition (Table 6 and Figure 6). In the same vein,
we may support the view of the associations between working memory and cerebellum
[140] as well as the investigation that the cerebellum is active during working memory
tasks [141,142]. The activation of cingulate gyrus was consistent with Osaka et al.’s finding
[143] in higher span group and may, again, support our speculation that individuals with
better working memory capacity (higher span group) resort to a perspective-taking strategy for comprehending a broader sense of metonymic connotation. Notably, the observation of elevated BOLD responses in lentiform nucleus (where putamen is contained) can
be inferred as the putamen’s role and is responsible for inhibitory function, especially for
irrelevant information during working memory execution [144], which also supports our
previous finding in cuneus function. It is, therefore, indicated that individuals with better
working memory capacity also recruit another strategy to better manipulate their limited
WM capacity to focus on the target critical items. Additionally, a lentiform nucleus was
found in rule-based tasks via hypothesis-testing, dependent on working memory [145].
Table 6. WM Effect Circumstantial Metonymy Baseline. Note. Superior Temporal Gyrus (STG).
(Random effects model, p < 0.001 uncorrected, and p < 0.05 FDR-corrected. Coordinates are reported
in MNI space.).

Region
STG
Declive
Extra-Nuclear
cerebellar vermis 3

BA
38

Hemisphere
R
L
R
L

Voxels
102
242
197
100

X
−44
−30
0
28

Figure 6. WM Effect of Circumstantial Metonymy Baseline.

Y
16
−78
−38
−28

Z
−18
−24
−4
−4

Max t-Value
5.51
4.86
5.25
9.82
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4. Discussion
Similar fronto-temporal network for figurative language processing pattern was
found: superior temporal gyrus (STG) and inferior parietal junction (IPJ) for metaphor
and metonymy comprehension, respectively. STG was activated in metaphorical comprehension, as is also discussed in the previous literature [146]. IPJ was engaged in metonymic processing, different from the previous findings for metaphor tasks [147]. We assume that processing metonymy requires different neuro-cognitive resources compared
to metaphor understanding. This strategy was demonstrated, for example, in cuneus
when reading circumstantial metonymy. Bialystok and Luk [61] indicated that inhibitory
control modulates WM in bilingualism. In what follows, our study illustrated that cuneus,
where putamen is contained and related to WM, was activated in higher span bilinguals.
It is suggested that Mandarin–English bilinguals with better WM and vocabulary size resort to inhibitory control use, filtering out irrelevant information in metonymy comprehension as well. Moreover, cingulate gyrus activation was also revealed in better WMC
bilinguals, pointing out, to their mental flexibility, to adopt the subjective perspective of
critical figurative items by self-control.
We found out that the neural correlates to metaphor and metonymy, as well as the
effects of WM and vocabulary size. The first hypothesis was supported by the metaphorical processing, which links some important areas of the brain with metonymic processing. Our results were also consistent with the cognitive and linguistic activities of cerebellar engagement in metonymy interpretation. The second and third hypotheses were
partially supported in the whole-brain volumetric analysis, but the effects of WM and
vocabulary varied. The only WM effect that this study has proved is circumstantial metonymy contrast. We did not find neural correlation between working memory capacity
and metaphor comprehension, as presented in Chiappe and Chiappe’s inquiry [77]. However, the activation of middle frontal gyrus (MFG) was consistent with its association with
working memory [148] and inhibitory control in bilingualism [61,69,149,150]. In the effects
of vocabulary size, interestingly, the finding of metonymic processing resonated with
Prat, Manson, and Just’s metaphorical investigation [70]. Our Mandarin–English bilinguals with lower vocabulary size also spilled over their RH for compensatory resources
as neural efficiency strategy in metonymical processing. This may reflect the neuro-cognitive similarity between metaphor and metonymy and the needs for bilateral semantic
network for learners with less vocabulary, even in bilinguals. Hence, circumstantial metonymy is neurally correlated with a smaller lexicon in bilinguals.
No neural correlations were found between systematic metonymy, the effects of WM,
and the size of the lexicon. According to the Graded Salience Hypothesis [102–106]),
whether a word is used in its literal or figurative meaning is far less relevant than whether
that word and its intended meaning is familiar/lexicalized and salient in the context in
which it occurs. That is, GSH predicts that performance on lexicalized metaphors will be
better than on novel ones. As a result, our findings may extend GSH to the implication
that metonymical processing is in the similar trend. Whether the sentences were conveyed
in metaphorical or metonymical condition, individuals comprehend circumstantial conditions, which is more familiar, lexicalized, and less difficult, even for bilinguals. This is
observed more with the Mandarin–English bilinguals in our study.
Further, as previously unfolded in our literature review, the evidence from psycholinguistic and neurolinguistic studies proposed that metonymy comprehension not only
involves consideration and subsequent rejection of a literal sense but it also often involves
knowledge of cultural conventions and idealized cognitive models, if only at a subconscious level. As a result, beyond traditional definition and linguistic structure of both metaphor (as conceptual mapping or lexical-pragmatic adjustment processes) and metonymy
(as circumstantial with higher conventionalization or systematic with lesser conventionalization degree) [19], we propose that a person requires the ability to make inferences,
take different perspectives for reasoning, integrate social-cultural cues of the target
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language, and thus, to activate the mental imagery network in both metaphor and metonymy understanding.
Since the awareness of conceptual metaphors does not guarantee bilingual learners’
automatic access to conceptual metaphor and metonymy comprehension and their active
computation of metaphorical/metonymic mappings [151] during figurative language processing [152], our findings support the neural-imaging evidence. There exists cognitive
distance in bilinguals’ minds, between relating their (vocabulary) knowledge and experiences to the target metaphorical concepts precisely and schematizing concepts appropriately, to fully comprehend. In terms of pragmatic and/or sociocultural awareness, bilinguals should be informed of the fact that not every type of figurative language is entirely
interpretable. However, as Chen and Lai’s study [153] clearly argued, it is necessary to
identify metaphorical mappings to assist L2/EFL learners in connecting the context and
target domain sentences and to encourage them to associate existing and universal
knowledge with unfamiliar and specific knowledge. This may offer widespread implications for second or foreign language acquisition and teaching paradigm.
5. Limitations
In our study, several limitations regarding the sample size and individual study parameters should be acknowledged. First, the limitation stems from the gender distribution. In the light of gender differences in human brain structure [154] and in language
processing [155], this unequal distribution might have influenced the results we found for
both metaphor and metonymy processing. Secondly, due to (1) the nature of fMRI design
and (2) the fact that our participants are bilinguals whose native language is Mandarin
Chinese, the study may lack of generalizability to the larger population, identification of
developmental trajectories, and of distinguishing causes from effects [156].
6. Conclusions
The effects of WM and vocabulary size were found in circumstantial metonymy, rather than in metaphor and systematic metonymy comprehension. However, inhibitory
control and cerebellar association in bilingualism [61,69,149,150] shown in middle frontal
gyrus (MFG) [148] was supported in working memory modulation. Contrary to our hypothesis, no voxel analysis of systematic metonymy contrast was observed in vocabulary
and working memory effect correlation, yet since previous investigations proved that the
task demands may modulate the effects of WMC [157–161], we assume that different types
of metonymy (systematic and circumstantial metonymy) may also recruit neural demands
at different levels.
Taken together, in our volumetric analysis, both the left posterior PFC (BA 44/9) and
the left PFC (BA 47) received activated responses. Linking with the left tempo-frontal network for figurative language processing, these regions have been suggested to robustly
connect with controlled retrieval and selection of information from semantic memory
[162]. Corresponding left PFC regions have been proposed to subserve semantic working
memory processes [163].
Future research should study the relevance between neural efficiency and different
types of metonymy (e.g., systematic and circumstantial metonymy) and how RH recruit
more neural resources to support bilateral computation to work, in concert, in a dynamic
pattern for less bilingual speakers with different native languages rather than English.
Our fMRI evidence suggests that it is critical to reinforce the neuro-cognitive and neurolinguistics foundation of metaphor and metonymy reading in bilingualism. Apparently,
the area of neural correlation between metaphor and metonymy processing with Mandarin–English bilinguals calls for much more research. This approach promises to provide
greater insight into flexible neural mechanisms of figurative languages and other cognitive abilities for bilingualism.
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